Subjective
Assessment Checklist

Rapport + Authority
Be confident that you are THE expert in your field
who is in charge.

Reassure them that they are in the competent
hands of an expert.

Set expectations of the session so they
understand what to expect moving forward.

Get their acknowledgement and commitment.

Eye contact, tonality, smile, empathy, listen for
feelings + emotions, observe for fight or flight

Understand The Patient's Story
What's the most important thing for you to get out of today's
session?
Gives you an insight into the patients expectations

Tell me more about your story and what's led you here
today...
Open ended question to start the discussion

Take me back to how it started, what were you doing at
the time?

Understand the MOI - what's shortening + lengthening? Get
the patient to show you the position in the objective
assessment

How did it make you feel at the time? What else was
going on in your life around that time?
Looking for potential lifestyle or emotional stressors that
may be contributing to the pain experience

What makes the pain worse at the moment, and what
makes it feel easier?
Aggs + eases - think of the positions and what tissues are
shortening + lengthening

Understand The Patient's Story
If I could wave a magic wand, what would you love to be
doing in 6 week's time that you're not doing at the moment?
What is their dream outcome?

What does progress look like for you?
Get an insight into expectations + what you might
need to prioritise in terms of treatment

On a scale of 0-10, how motivated are you to solve this
problem now?
Understand the patient's level of motivation + protect
your own mindset if they're not very motivated

Remember The Value Equation
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Additional Tools To Help You
Subjective Timeline

Map out the previous history in
chronological order on the
whiteboard so you can reference
back in your objective assessment

Common Red Flags + Diagnostic Associations
Red Flags:
1. Lack of red flags doesn’t rule out serious
disease
2. Red flags in isolation doesn’t confirm
serious disease
3. Usually not clear cut
4. Multiple red flags = more suspicion
5. Seek help if not making sense from a MSK
point of view
Yellow Flags:
“What do you think is the actual problem?”
The answer to this question may give you
insights into other potential obstacles that
may stop you from helping the patient
achieve the ideal outcome.

